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Granado espada stance leveling guide

It is no surprise that the Vis during AFK-ing has it up and down, so I will list all of the best spots I use and the pros and cons of each of them. There may be some details or places i missed or are not aware of, so please let me know in the comments so I can read it, test it and update this guide accordingly. Family attributes recommended: 5% HP absorption,
50% ATK, 30% attack speed and the rest can be placed in either Monster ATK Damage or HP/Reduce Monster Damage, depending on your needs. *HP absorption is absolutely necessary to help you get aFK while. Loot Pets: Pigling King of Greed Phobitan Imp (This is my recommended pet as there is +10% EXP, Stance EXP and 10% drop rate during
looting) Don't be afraid to ask your faction colleagues what details you're confused or require a second opinion. If you do not have a political group, I recommend that you join one. This place will always be the place where I would recommend newer players, it has high spawning rates, decent EXP and excellent equipment drop rate. This is also a decent place
to train postures for characters at Veteran 4 to Expert 3. The monsters of this map fall Strange Clock Equipment, Strange Spring &amp; Strange Cogwheel, which are used for Catherine Summoner's Expert Stance, Puppet Master, so they are consumables that are constantly sought after. I recommend AFK-ing in one of the square rooms up, down and right
of the map. Profitable Drops: Lv80+ equipment that can be sold to NPC for 80-250k vis vis. Strange Summon from Spros: You can train postures here, while looting devices/misc for Vis mobs have relatively little health, so Cresemento weapons with lifeless stats are perfect here. Cons: Requires a lot of space to fit all device drops. Viktors can spawn in your
AFK spot if you're unlucky, but if your armor is decent enough, he wouldn't be a threat. Selling the Strange Misc will cause the market to crash if there are too many people selling it at once, so sell sparingly and try to mix it up by going to some other cards. Also one of my favorite places, but it is not recommended for new players with weak armor and low
family levels. The EXP rate here is not bad if you kill the mobs fast enough. Monsters Fall 10k Vis Bags, Essences (Pure, Dark &amp; Balance) and Brestia Boxes.This is also a really good place to be actively hunting the bosses if you are well equipped with human weapons. The bosses spawn after the rate in which monsters of on the map to be killed,
usually about 25-35 minutes, the bosses fall 100k, 1m and 10m Vis Bags (*10m Vis Bags are rare), Brestia Boxes and Brestia Officer Boxes and some artifact items such as Devil's Heart and Moonstone etc. (Note: artifacts are pretty rare drops of bosses) (Second note: An announcement will be given the entire map area when the bosses spawn, so keep an
eye out for them if you want to chase them. There are two bosses spawning, a huge guy with a gun and another guy with two Sabres, so they're easy to see walking around.) Profitable Drops: 10K Vis Bags that can be exchanged for 100k Vis Bags and so on. Essencebre boxes that drop 100k Vis bags, Brestia officer boxes and essences in a random rate.
*Brestia officer boxes have a chance to give 100k Vis bags x 10, essences or general boxes that give Brestia weapons pros: Cresemento weapons can be used if the character who swings them is strong while AFKing, although I would recommend a minimum of 32ar Human Weapons if your family level is low. Cons: Monsters don't drop any gear bosses
could spawn in your area while you're AFK and if your armor isn't good enough, they could kill you before the people they hunt arrive to kill them. The card is very crowded on weekend nights, which would lead to difficulties in finding a good place, as there is only one channel for this card. When hunting bosses, there's a high chance that someone else will
chase them, and when it comes to it, it's going to be a First Come, First Serve base. An excellent map to manage Devil's Dream, which is used to make Strata Devil weapons. Good place to train positions or levels of characters that are leveled experts 3 to Master 10. Stance exp is decent for High Masters too, but I strongly recommend not to promote their
characters to HM before they exhaust all their desired postures. Profitable Drops: Monsters Fall lv 100 Equipment Devil's Dream Various drops such as high quality wood and soft cotton yarn etc. that could be sold on the market. Pros &amp; Cons: Cresemento Weapons work here, but you'll either want to enchant Undead+Daemon race stats into your
weapons or let your characters split the races apart. I recommend having 1 character with high damage on a daemon weapon to kill the elite greed spawning while the other 2 are on Undead. The best case scenario would be to equip your characters with the two Undead+Daemon statistics for each weapon to increase efficiency. The map is huge, but the
amount of good places to AFK in is numbered in only 3-4 places. Elite greed spawn randomly and can be a nuisance if you don't have good armor. They don't have strong attacks, but their abilities can strike back and do a lot of damage because you're unbuffed. Ancient Territory, Castilla Not much to say about this map, it's a so that the mobs are weak and
the spawning rates are high. Decent EXP and Stance EXP. Able to enter if you have Returnee Buff, Home Premium Service (HPS) or Ancient Territory Pass. Profitable Drops: Monsters fall lv 80+ gear that can be sold to NPC for Vis. Monsters also fall Kryptonite, which is used for Alchemy &amp; Veronif Dairy daily quest that low supply and high demand on
the market. Pros: Cresemento weapons are excellent here because the monsters have low horsepower. Doesn't need decent armor because the monsters themselves don't do much damage. Cons: It is a premium dungeon, so it needs a buff to enter. *More maps and updates will be added at a later time. 1. After creating your account.. Move to the port of
Coimbra and talk to npc next to Master Guardianafter, skip all Pioneer Quest and claim your reward from here 2. What character do you need to create? - for faster ascent. I choose Asoka /Gracieloa Flash – Cresemento +6 amor /Weapon Enough to Kill Bhg Boss – 1st Stance you need to max is Ultimate Rosario for Scout/for temporary and just start
consuming your main ampoule. Hello everyone, For novices who don't know much about the game, this thread is for you. Here are a few things you need to do: 1/ Join aGE Discord channel: There are a lot of awesome ppl that can help you with answers and solutions. 2/ Read this thread, apply, fit and enjoy the game. Part 1: Some basic things about the
game: 1a. The family-level system: At the moment, each player can have up to 24 barracks in their house. Each barrack has 9 characters. So that's a total of 216 slots. To unlock these barracks, you need Barrack Slot License (100k feso from Feso Shop, or 5 a.token from Cash Shop, usual price for trading 3m) The more barracks you unlock, the more BSL it
will cost for the next barracks. Talk to Nunez in Coimbra to unlock more. Each character you have, along with its level, will be counted towards your family level. That's what I call Family Experience Point. If you get a character you already have, you'll earn less FEP for that character. Ideally, we should only get the 1x of all the characters in the game. All first
time characters earn the same FEP, doesn't matter what kind it is (Feso shop, master stone, HM stone, etc...) So for your budget, you should always try to get the cheaper first before moving on to the more expensive ones. For example: the 100k-200k-300k char from feshop shop, or vet stone (90-100m)... For stock characters such as Fighters, Musk,
Scouts, Wizards, and Warlocks, each gender is considered a different character. Example: Musk males and musk females are 2 chars. At your family level, you get points for the family attribute table. Higher fam level = better FAT = more dps, more tanky... (depends on how u add the points) This is the reason why experienced always raise your family first...
At Family level 85 and when you complete all additional quests to earn FA points on Master Guardian, you have enough point to add almost every good advantage to your table. (I'm not there yet, so I can't give an example of how imba it is... but you can see the difference from my own FAT) Example: Example: Some players don't like to wait (looking for new
characters), so they level up a number of stock characters to fill their barracks. Then later, replace them. With this method you can rush to lvl85 really fast. But you have to unlock (much) more barracks slots than 1st char collectors. In my case, I'm going slowly. First I collect all the cheap characters from feso shop. Then go on to vet stone, exp stone, etc...
Took me almost 2 months, but I don't waste any effort in dellete+recreate any characters. To support this summary, I've already created an Excel file to keep track of NPC. You can check it here: The data is still incomplete, please do not hesitate to add it and share it with me if you can. (Continued....) Last edited: Aug 14, 2020 Reactions: Sophistique,
diomenes666, sporten and 1 other person 1b. The Characters: There are many ways to categorize all rNPC in the game. For me there are tankers, dps'ers, buffers, debuffers and fillers. Fillers mean NPCs that are nuptited in any particular role, and they will best serve as a fill-in of your family-level barracks. While collecting NPCs, you must first focus on your
main team. There is already a thread in the forum that discusses NPC ranking in pve/pvp and etc. Useful character list: (for Raid squad) Debuffer list: Lisa/ Idge - BSI/ COA/ Heyran/ Claude/ Brunie/ Leonele/ Viki/ Lora/ Soho - STW - Any Arnis/Bliz Ausault user/ Any Darkness User like Reckless Emillia. Buffer list: Anis/ Amy/ Elizabeth/ Rio/ Bernelli/ Lorch/
Leona/ Veronif/ Karjalainen/ Rosa/ Leonele/ Adriana/ Nar/ Valeria/ Kess/ Elisa/ Moon. For solo team missions, you can add any buffer that can use ET, or a specific team buff like Sariel for magic dps team,... (This list is from the older version of GE, I haven't tried all the new characters yet. So I will be happy if someone can add in more details) Which Char to
use for leveling /afk/ Raid... etc. will be discussed later. 1c. The Equipment: Armor has Defense Rating (DR), Weapon has Attack Rating (AR). (the higher the better) For more information, press Ctrl M in the game, then click on Articles and choose which series you want to know. Click on the red circle for more details. (shown in the picture) The level of the
character limits the gears he can wear. Testing the best gears for each promotion, higher level can carry gears of the lower: Character LevelPromotionArmorWeaponAccessories or SetEarring100-110VeteranElite Lenoir (ELN)32arPioneerPioneer111-120ExpertGreek Croma (GC)+ Evil armor33ar + Evil wpMagic + typ, example: Hope of Argus121-
130MasterStrata Devil (SD)34ar by BH + SD+ 35arSDEnhanced 10stat, example: Improve the hope of Argus131-140HighMasterSanto36 + 37 + 38ar wpArmonia+Valeron This is very important if you decide how to afk farm materials (which should be discussed later). Part 2: All the things you do to get stronger 2a. If your family level &lt;50: This is when you
restart the game. No matter how much cash you charge, no matter how imba you buy your gears (from other players)... Your damage will still suck... simply because your family level is too low. There are a lot of things that contribute to your damage: 1/ Buff. Steroid, Triump, Principal, Mystic (from pot) Principal, Shooting (by ET users), Ranchera (by Rosa),
Flare (by Warlock, Hellena, Ion...), Buff Drawing (by Elizabeth)..... These are popular buff from cheap/easy to get NPC. There are more high.end NPC like sariel, moon, A.berthe... etc. 2/ faction buff (always activated if you are already joining a faction) and Tierra de La Sed buff TDLS (only for those who are in a faction). Buff can be 3 times a day, 04:00 -
04:30, 13:00 - 13:30 and 22:00 - 22:30 GMT/UTC+0 (that is server time), buff last 7 days) This buff alone can x2 your damage easily. If you're not in a faction yet, you can try the old blessing (from the statue in The Nimrod Bridge). It cost 300 family call every time you activate and last 24 hours on this sign. This buff timing is similar to 10h steroid: it applies to
the NPC you use when you activate it, and only countdown when you use the character. This buff and TDLS cannot be stacked. 3/ Family attribute table (from The Family, as explained above). A good FAT can increase your damage to monsters to 80-100% and can be changed to any type of team DPs/reels you like. 4/ Gears. (all armor, wp, access, artifact,
medals, wings, costumes) •€'My advice is: 1 / Do all the Quest you can: Rebodoeux (rebo) Port of Coimbra (PoC or coim) Also Ustiur Bahamas Rebo Culvet+Errac Kielce Armonia..... For each city you complete all the main quests, you will receive rewards with journals. They contain a lot of good stuff. As you run Quest, you unlock more cards and recruit
more NPC along the way. Another way to collect NPC is to buy all cheap NPC from feso shop/mm. No hurry leveling... simply unlock barracks and create 30-40 fresh NPC. For more details on each quest, you can google or search this website: 2 / Leveling: Once you save 30-40 NPC, use a 7-day Holy Chaos Requiem Ticket (SCR). The ticket can be
purchased at the Feso Shop or at the Quest Award above. You can enter through Bahamas-&gt;Underground-&gt; Tierra Putrefacta-&gt;warp Gate. Use 1 main DPs NPC to level the other 2. If you combine all the buff things I mention, you can easily fly to the lvl50 family. Just remember for an optimal result, save a lot of FromChars then open ticket...
otherwise you will waste your ticket. 2 important things to know all 5 family levels will give you a reward box from the performance. They contain many good things like swearing in equipment, armor summoning, growthstone, SC,... These help a lot at AFK Agriculture later. Read the next part about AFK Farming and select your team first. Nivellien your AFK
team no higher than Vet10, especially expensive NPC. Wait until u arrives there, then decide which level it should be. (vet10, exp10 or HM10) You can read more about 8. Improved family level-up gift boxes 3 / Which characters to use as dps for SCR ? The first time you come to SCR, your level is too low to receive HM Stone reward from magazines. This is
where your cash up/save of Questing should be invested. ,,-RPG, bra, etc.... Buy Chungha HMLA merced from other players (price 750-800m vis) Get 34ar sword or higher from mm, player, bra, etc..., UD racial (cheap from mm) For chungha, always use att lumin: 777 or 999. AGI adds damage to their normal attack, therefore it will maximize their attack
speed very easily. (while choosing option for their wp, att speed is not important) Pros: One of the best melee phys damage. Buff from the 2nd position is permanent. You can use them later in the execution of Rank7, BHH and Solo missions. Cons: Long runtimes need to build up their posture to get good damage. Melee dps easy to lose Keep while afk.
Option 2: Range att like Master Sergeant Barrol (MSB) HMLA (price 750m vis) or Lady Manager Rachel (LMR) HMLA. (Price &lt;750m) why= are= these= 2= better= than= other= range= dps?= 1/= use= less= bullets/orbs,= meaning= for= 32k= bullets= you= can= afk= for= longer= time.= 2/= this= is= tutorial= for= newb,= so= the= option= i= choose= is=
the= cheapest= ones.= bullet= box= can= be= bought= from= feso= shop.= if= you're= rich= and= use= bullet= pack= 1day= or= 7days,= please= move = on= on= for= msb:= normal= attack= damage= base= on= agi,= skill= base= on= dex.= if= you= plan= to= use= msb= only= for= scr,= add= verything= to= agi.= has= high= crit,= his= cr it= damage= can=
be= x2-x3= his= normal= attack.= permanent= buff.= for= lmr:= normal= attack= damage= base= on= dex,= but= her= skill= base= on= int.= if= you= use= her= only= for= scr ,= add= everything= to= dex= she= uses= pistol,= but= her= damage= is= magic...= meaning= no= crit.= her= accu= is= 100= and= normal= attack= damage= is=&gt;MSB (to
compensate for the loss of Crit). In my case, same equipment same buff, she can finish a Vespanola as well as MSB. Permanent buff. CONS: These 2 characters work best in SCR. In other scenarios there are many better dps... Once you've built your first main DPS, you can run Bounty Hunter (BH or BHH) in Also. This is a good source of income that you
can do with your clone. 1 full run can earn you 1m feso every day. There was a happy day that I near 2mFS. But remember... Once you have activated your SCR ticket, try to make the most of it. Each time you scr-up main DPs, try including as many buffs and damage increases (as mentioned above) for faster leveling. Use cockatrice pet for looting and
+10% exp. In summary, you can invest vis on collecting NPCs and gears for your main DPS, don time doing Quest or afk leveling in SCR. AFK farming is u= should= invest= vis= on= collecting= npcs= and= gears= for= your= main= dps,= spend= time= doing= quest= or= afk= leveling= in= scr.= afk= farming= is=&gt;&lt;/50, u should invest vis on collecting
NPCs and gears for your main DPS, spend time doing Quest or afk leveling in SCR. AFK farming is &gt; say that for the family level&lt;/750m)&gt; Family level&lt;/750m)&gt; Luxury at this stage (unless it's your clone and you don't want to move faster). An important note I would like to share here is: Because of the monster level in SCR is 125, levelling
process would be very slow if you were near HM7. (because your level is far too high than the monster). That's why I only level my character up to HM3 in SCR. From HM3-HM10, I switch to Ancient En Celar (accessible from Armonia, need ticket or Pioneer Premium) . If SCR is elite monster empire, then AEC goes through the number. Monster here is
demon racial and spawning fast. They are easily surrounded. Since your team is all HM7-HM10, you can equip the 2NPC requirement with replacement GC 3dr and any garbage. DPS should be AOE in this card. My dear NPC is Montoro, Jaina, Rkess... The best is C.Daria (the reasons why the next part is discussed) One advantage of farming in AEC is that
you can make hunting quests to earn Experience Card. For every 10,000 mobs you get 120 Exp cards. These cards are very useful when you need to quickly erect a particular NPC. Last edit: Aug 14, 2020 Reactions: 2gblue 2b. The Transition: Family Level &lt;85. At this stage you should have: --- your main DPS+Gear for this NPC --- fraction is a great
advantage, only so you can get TDLS Buff. ---, that your FAT will absorb on attack, monster damage, HP (to help while afk to survive). Attack speed wouldn't be a problem, because if you choose Chungha or MSB, your main value is AGI (AGI= more Att speed already). Along with all buffs like Principal + Steroid, your DPS would already max their speed. If
you're already starting with Quest, you'll now have other daily things to do: Kielce Daily Armonia Daily Illisia Daily Prurio Daily This daily quest is limited per day, and you should start saving materials for future crafting. If you are lazy and ready to recharge, please continue Now you can do BH+BHH, Rank Mission in Nimrod Bridge. Rank Mission is the first
source of Valeron weapon+HM pet for newbs. Depending on your DPS that you can find the easy /highest rank to delete... Don't push yourself, you'll eventually get to R7 for rank &lt;7, just farm enough tokens to buy the things you need... Save the Karimtränke for later. Try to fully align your main DPS. Here are some rank missions that are considered easier
to erase: Rank 3 : chrysalis - Demon Rank 4 : King of Greed - ud Rank 5 : Cortes - Lifeless Rank 6 : jormungand - Wildlife Rank 7 : General kranus - Lifeless (Quoted from Rhodes) Which team you are supposed to bring to the rank mission is the most popular team you can see, Der Chungha+2 Buffer (from Since the rotation changes every week, it is very
useful to have many different NPC in your barracks, especially buffers. Each rotation NPC will be +30% monster attack in rank mission and +drop. This is also the reason why I prefer to spend time and collect money all this NPC.... In the end, everything will be worth it. For reference, a family level 70ish, Chungha main DPS, wear GC+7 3dr 3s and 34ar+7
sword LL, full +10 nasty accessories, +10 EROA. Running with 2 rotation buffers: 1 can do Enhance Tactics (ET), 1 can stack forward buff with ET. Buff Steroid, Triumph, Ranchera, Principal, Shooting, Pet Buff att, Pioneer Wings; Fraction buff+TDLS. (This is what I mean with fully aligned) This DPS can be R7 in &lt;1minute, no= failures.= what= to= buy=
from= rank= shop? first= thing= to= buy:= karim= potion.= whatever= you= need:= gears= summon= stone,=,accessories= armor= summon= stone.= shiny= lumin = box.= ej.= growthstone.= pet= (in= my= opinion,= only= master+hm= pet= are= actually= worth= to= buy)= and= lastly,= chips.= (you= will= need= lots= and= lots= of= chips= to= to= +10= all=
your= accessories...) = for= r7,= u= can= buy= valeron= accessories= piece...= they'll= be= useful= in= the= future.= once= you= can= clear= r7= easy,= start= farming= it= to= get= your= valeron= weapons.= pour= all= your= karim= potions= into= r 7= please_= each= month= you= can= buy= 5= valeron= summon= stones.= do= not= bother= with=
random= summon= stones= (unless= you= have= sooooo= many= token= and= dont= know= what= to= do= get= your= valeron= wp= first ,= then= hm= pet= summon-----=&gt; the choice To delete Bible This is the best pet for attack buff. It can be for almost the entire DPS team (Melee, Shooting, Magic) Once you get the full set of Valeron WP for your DPS,
time to start preparing for PVP+ Endgame. While it does, u should repeat the cycle: nPC, SCR, Farm R7 save until you get to family level 85. This is the phase in which you should start farming in your free time. Some cards that are popular with farmers: Katovic: Farm Mantis Head, Peace Token, Magic Bullet of Marksman, etc... These are material for the
production of artifacts. Price 3m-7m per piece. Appendix (in Dr. Torsche Mansion): Farm strange parts. These are for Quest and Alchemy. Price 40-100k vis each. Viron Field Cards: Farm silk, zenia shiny boxes, dream of the devil, ..... Kielce Field card+Shelter of Resistance: Farm purses and boxes. Monsters here have HM racial. The boxes can be broken
by the anvil next to Victor NPC (in kielce). The wallet can be opened by NPC and give you Vis directly. (the more favor point you have in Kielce, the more likely you are to see more) Bedel Plain: Monstershave WL racial flying mobs). Card drop a lot of items + equipment... Trash. if you can become active, then Farm for vis. Mob level 132-134. Ideal level for
NPC: Master10. (HM10 falls off a lot) Mobs is strong and tanky... You need your best gears for this map. &lt;/1minute,&gt; &lt;/1minute,&gt; Remember, if your team level is too much higher than mobs level (gap&gt;8), then your drop rate and exp rate will decrease significantly. Your team level will also limit the gears that NPC can carry---&gt; dps+survivable
of the team. All weapon use for afk team is the cheapest + most efficient way I can think of. +7, Option Attack +Attack Speed (highest you can get), 3s 777 NO NEED FOR RACIAL. For Katovic and Appendix are monsters at level 108-110. Your farm team should be a veteran10 (for the best fall rate). Your best equipment to wear is ELN and 32ar weapon.
Where do they get? From Quest and Success Reward, Bra Drops, Infinito in Bra (this drops a lot of 32ar). Glove boots belt earring can be purchased from the Pioneer Shop. For Kielce (Night, Shelter) + Viron Map (Red Forest, Crow), Monsters are on level 117-121 Farm Team should be Expert10. Best gear is GC, nasty wp, magic + nasty accessories
+10stat earring. (Accessory makes your NPC Tankier) Where? From Rank Shop, BH Shop. I suggest that for all your nasty accessories, please +10 them all. It helps a lot. This is also the reason why u should spam all ranks and get all the chips. For more information about equipment, please read Part 1c. Example of the gears I use for my team, please read
the next part. Our option may be: Cheapest option: 3x Musk with 2pistol posture... It is the cheapest so far, but only good at Katovic... Shotgun group: Bernelli, Lorch, Marie (this 3 from feshop shop, very cheap). Jaina (from Meisterstein or 1k a.token in Cashshop). Magic group: *** Montoro, snowflake Montoro (from expert stone 150-200m vis) .......###
Expensive group: Jaina....### Resistance Kess (or R.kess) (made of HM stone 70 0m+) - Crusader Daria (or C.Daria) (from Meisterstein 800m+) ....... Bernelli and Lorch have a squad buff that you can use in the multiplayer raid. Your DPS is like that. Marie is the best choice for 500k Feso, permanentbuff, do not cost a ball with her 2nd posture Gigantic
Blaster. This is my marie exp10. I benthese in shelter+viron. Your wp is evil shotgun +7, option attack and speed, NO RACIAL, 777. As you can see, duing afk, I don't use buff potion or buffer at all. For Montoro, good aoe attack, slow speed, use less ball (run in 7-8 hours). For Jaina and R.kess, a lot of ppl argue that they are much better than Marie, why not
use them.... I fully agree... Come in, compare between a 500k feso NPC and 700m vis NPC ???? What is it all about... What I am saying here is EFFICIENCY. Jaina and R.kess has very high DPS, especially R.Kess. It can easily top DPS in RRHM. That's why you need them on HM10 and all your best Level raids. Don't bother to keep them on exp10, it's a
waste. Both use many balls at high speed. For 1x jaina or 1x R.kess, 32k balls just enough for 3-4 hours. A team of 3x Jaina will run the balls in 1 hours Even if you buy Bullet Pack 1Day-7Days, their cost alone worth more than your afk drops.... So, with Jaina and R.kess for low level afk, I would say: Doable, but not profit abble in the long run. Last edited:
26.08.2020 The last option for AFK agriculture: C.Daria. Pros: Melee attack (cost no bullet)---&gt; very cheap to use in the long-term aoe attack, long range, fast speed, permanent buff wearing metal armor (more tanky) have laser sword visual effect, lots of costume and got breasts?!?! (This is my favorite part) Cons: Cannot fly (like other melee) Expensive
(abit higher than jaina + r.kess) Here are 2 C.Daria, 1x HM10, 1x Exp10. Both can be well afk at kielce and viron. Exp10 uses Evil Sword+7, Att and Speed, NO RACIAL, 777 and she can still kill anything. It can be argued that their price is too high. But I'm just saying they can get this 750-800m back after 1-2 weeks of farming. And it did not cost to use, after
that (unlike jaina + R.kess ) C.Daria is an NPC that is perfect for afk agriculture (ground mob) completion, my favorite farm team would be 1x CD, 2x Marie or 2x CD, 1x Marie. The same gears same wp and I can use it in anycard &lt;Prurio. Last edit: Aug 20, 2020 Reactions: quantahoang and Papazhao PS: First of all, I would like to thank those who have
read the tutorial and me back. I got some feed back from you guys and decided to update some more information. My usual Expert 10 farming team (for most monster-level cards 11x-12x) C.Daria for main DPS, Marie for flying mobs. There are a few things to note here: 1/ This is NPC with gears exactly as I mention in the tutorial. (with a few tweaks as in the
last photos). Since our NPC is an expert10, it lacks many dps. So we have to throw in everything that is damaging. Since this will cost more vis, I suggest only the best options. Faction+TDLS buff. Wing. +7 Evil Weapon 777 or 999, max attack and maximum speed (racial is optional) +10 Evil accessories with necklace and belt +4str. Glove boots max
attspeed+max movespeed (especially for C.Daria) Shadow of Abyss +10dex = best earring for vet+exp shooting NPC. Hope of Argus +10str = best earring for vet+exp melee NPC. All of these use veteran chips. I bought recipe = 50m each, materials for 70m, or earring crated = 120m. Sometimes they cheap on mm 100m. Or, you can hunt Brain Argus for
this recipe. (more info here) For Master Char and HM you can use the Extended Version of this Earring Use, available in the Rank Shop. I use the trigger ring for C.Daria, 20 m vis. It's better for AFK. The holding ring - barisada only good for skills. Marie can use her selfbuff ring cleaning time. •€'€'€ , , First, what is set effect?? Please look at the red box. The
Set effect is activated when you wear Armor+Weapon of the same series. (therefore they are located in the [brackets] ) Once it is activated, the more pieces you carry, the more effects u'will have. A full set will give u extra bonus. In this case, full Evil set will give u total 1DR, 5000HP, 5pen, 5immune. But....... Evil Armor doesn't have a 3DR option... so Evil
Armor +7 = 34+3 = 37DR +1DR from the set effect, which is 38DR. a GC+7 3DR = 33+3+3=39DR. Therefore, comparison DR, carry GC even better. In addition.... Since I want to maximize the damage, NPC 10stat must wear earring. Without earring, the Evil set doesn't have a full 5-set effect (u'll have to lose 1DR anyway). In summary: Use GC and 10stat
Earring = more damage, more DR. Use Evil Armor and Evil Set = less damage, less DR, more Imm. •€' And as you can see, it contains most aspects of the game, including AFK (for a stable income). But as I get feedback from other players, it turns out that some rich and experienced people also use it to get more profit... (therefore the farm map is
overcrowded) And new players (who have less to invest) have much more difficulty competing with these fully-fledked players. So unfortunately to inform you that, I need to delete part of the tutorials to prevent further leaks and keep everything stable. Most of the thread has nared and you can still find useful information there. Have fun. Last edited: Aug 20,
2020 Reactions: quantahoang and sports The next part after reaching family level 85 will include a lot of questing in Prurio and over+endgame raids... Since I'm not there yet (82), I'll save it for later. This next part is also the last part of my tutorial for newb. Hope you enjoy them all. For Quest, Mission (Bosses) and Skins: (use the search button) For character
information (statistics, equipment available, posture and abilities), rings, items, maps + monster+drop: For everything else: Ask Mr. Google , . This is simply because 1/ There are many roles in a raid. Each role requires some specific NPC+Gears and it varies greatly between players. 2/ new players, your NPC collection and gears are very limited... Therefore,
it is very neuron-consuming+useless to provide too much information about something they will not have (for a short time). 3/ Once you have got by family levell 50+ and have some specific usable NPC +Gears... It's time to get to TEAM COMBINATION. There are many roles in a raid/mission: Tankers. DPSer (Melee Physics, Shooting Physics, Magic)
Debuffer. Buffer. There are some general rules: 1/ In most cases, do not mix your roles... Focus only on one role you can do best, or what your team requires. For example, a team seam DPS should contain 1 Chungha +2 buffer. Or 2 Chungha+ 1 buffer (depending on your gears.) Since your attribute table should focus only on melee damage, using
Chungha with magical DPS is a waste of... Cons #1: Very hard to position your team in battle. You need to keep Chungha close to the boss, avoid AOE. At the same time, move magicDPS+buffer away from the boss and still play Skill + Spamming SP/HP pots. Cons #2: You have to sacrifice either melee or magical DPS... can't have both. 2/ Tanks is always
refueling. You are the first in, the last out. when you die, your team will die with you. Even if your entire team dies, you can't die (or fail the mission) this is why you always have to use the best gears (armor+sets); Best Buff (Food Buff is a Must), Best Char Available... If you don't have enough to invest... Don't be a tanker. And the most important thing is
EXPERIENCE. Gotta learn from the best. Take part in the slaughter with a PRO tanker, watching and learning is the option you have. Some of the good tanks I ran with and would recommend: PapaZhao, Lycis, Unmerci, Miron.... (and many more) ***** You need the NPC+Ring (sometimes not)... Shoes to run faster, armor is optional, weapon is useless.
Once u finish buffing for your squad, you can die... (invigorating later for roullete) Some hints for buffers: - Pay attention to the other buffers in your squad. Do not repeat any characters, remember to stack your buffs and choose better ones. ------&gt; need good coordination+communication with other buffers before they enter the raid and DURING raid.
Example 1: Warlock+Hellena+Ion all have flare buffs. Rosa has Ranchera. They are not stackable. Flare = only your team; Ranchera = squad buff. Therefore, priority: Ranchera &gt;&gt;&gt;Flare. Example 2: Bernelli has 2 buffs: dog (ability 1) and shooting (selfbuff). Dog is good for all DPS. The market art is better for SHOOTING DPS. - If you have a very
good DPS character, you can use it Buff characters. For example, Chungha+buffers. Canna+ Sariel..... (Sariel acts as both buffer+debuffer). - Making make all DPS+Tank accumulate in AOE when you buff. Watch out for Buff CoolDown. For example, some buffs have cool 60sec. So if you buff and 1 DPS was OUTSIDE the AOE... You have lost a certain
amount of DPS there... - Watch out for THE order of LEADER. Example: Repulsion between boss phases. RB or rb means repulsion. - Inform your squad when you finish buffing so they can start the run without wasting time. A simple chat: d would suffice. d = finished. - If your buffer also has mass ress (like Rio), try to revive as many members as possible:
TANK&gt;DPS&gt;..... Please download the Excel file and use the filter button if you want to see a specific pet box. Link zu MEGA Pet NameAbilityBeginnerVeteranMasterMasterHmAcorchadoBuff: Max HP+10000, HP Recovery per second+500, DEF+20, RES to All+10, IMM+5VeteranBarongShooting ATK+10%, ATK SPD+10%, Physical PEN+10, Ignore
DEF+1%, Monster Blow Damage+15%, Magic Damage-7%ExpertMasterHMBibleBuff: ATK+8%, PEN+10, IMM+10, Monster Blow Damage+25%, Every damage-5%, Max HP+10000MasterHMBlack DragonBuff: Monster Blow Damage+15%, PEN+5 , Crit+10, Accuracy+10, MOVE SPD+10%BeginnerBlack SabretigerBuff: Monster Blow Damage+30%, ATK
SPD+5%, Crit+10, HP Recovery+600, SP Recovery+120, Base EXP+20%, Stance EXP+20%VeteranBlack TigerBuff: Monster Blow Damage+10%, PEN+5, IMM+5, DEF+10, Crit+5, MOVE SPD+10%BeginnerCapybaraLooting, Buff: Base EXP+10%, Stance EXP+10%, Droprate+10%VeteranCockatriceLooting, EXP Base: EXP+10% , Stance EXP+10%,
Droprate+10%VeteranDiabloBuff: Monster Blow Damage+10%, PEN+5, IMM+5, DEF+5, Crit+5, MOVE SPD+10%ExpertDivinoBuff: Monster Blow Damage+20%, PEN+10, ATK SPD+10%, Max HP+5000VeteranFortune CatBuff: Intensify Lv.11, Fortify Lv.11, Divine Bless Lv.10HorongBuff: Magic ATK+10%, ATK SPD+10%, Attributes PEN+10%, Casting
Time-2%, Monster Blow Damage+15%, Melee Damage-7%ExpertMasterHMKing : Monster Blow Damage+10%, PEN+10, IMM+10, Max HP+10000, MOVE SPD+10%VeteranNyatoLootingPanpanBuff: Base EXP+20%, Stance EXP+20%, Droprate+20%PhobitanLooting, Buff: Base EXP+10%, Stance EXP+10%, Droprate+10%PiglingLootingRabbitBuff: Base
EXP+30%, Stance EXP+30%, Droprate+30%Red BallLooting, Buff: ATK+5%, ATK SPD+5%, HP Recovery+500Red PopoBuff: Monster Blow Damage+10%, PEN+5, IMM+5 , Max HP+5000, MOVE SPD+10%BeginnerRed TigerBuff: Monster Blow Damage+10%, PEN+5, IMM+5, DEF+10, Crit+5, MOVE SPD+10%BeginnerRhinoceurIMM+10, Each Damage-
5%, DEF+5, All RES+5ExpertRudolphLooting, Buff: ATK+5%, ATK SPD+5%, HP Recovery+100BeginnerSanta GrabberLootingSnailLootingSnow Golem BlowMonster Damage +7%, PEN+3, IMM+3, DEF+7, Crit+3, MOVE SPD+10%BeginnerTalongBuff: DEF+20, IMM+10 , HP+20000, Each LloydBuff: Shoot ATK +10%, Physical PEN+10, Monster Blow
Damage+20%, Magic Damage 7%, Critical Damage+15%MasterHMToy VictorMelee ATK+10%, Physical PEN+10, Monster Blow Damage+20%, Melee Ability Damage+10%, Shooting Damage-7%HMWhite TigerBuff: Monster Blow Damage+10%, PEN+5, IMM+5, DEF+10, Crit+5, MOVE SPD+10%BeginnerwoBuff: Melee ATK+10%, ATK SPD+10%,
PEN+10, Critical Damage+10%, Monster Blow Damage+10%, Monster , Shoot Damage-7%ExpertMasterHMYellow DragonBuff: Monster Blow Damage+15%, PEN+5, Crit+10, Accuracy+10, MOVE SPD+10%% MasterYellow TigerBuff: Monster Blow Damage+10%, PEN+5, IMM+5, DEF+10, Crit+5, MOVE SPD+10%Beginner Fastest Pet for Loot:King of
Greed (10% faster), but consume much more pet foodBest pet for total DPS :BibleBest Pet for any type DPS:Shooting = Toy LloydMelee = Toy VictorMagic = HorongBest Pet for total DPS :BibleBest Pet for each type DPS:Shooting = Toy LloydMelee = Toy :TalongBest Pet for leveling:Capybara+Cockatrice+Phobitan (Loot, +10% exp, +10% drop)Rabbit
(+30% exp, +30% drop) &lt;----- can't plunder &lt;--- better suited for raid+Roulette.Best Pet for farming:trash Red Ball+Rudolph (Loot, buff Att+speed) Last updated: 08/24/2020 Reactions: Material and Diomene666 Guide Weapons :: &gt; evilstrata &gt; amonia &gt; &gt; &gt; &gt; &lt;--- If you sort weapons by AR: 33ar and below... 34ar: Evil and other series
available in the bra shop. 35ar: Strata Devil (or SD), Elite Constellation series (names similar to the 33ar series) 36ar: Elite Bristia (or E.bris), Armonia 37ar: Valeron 38ar: Abyss Arma, Fire Elements Elements
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